
Chapter 4 

4 Development of the Mobile Robot 

Mobile robot is the most important part of the whole project. It will move according to 

the instruction provided to it from remote computer. While it is traveling it pushes the 

object along its path and tries to get the object to the centre of the pusher attached to it 

on front side. Hard and low weighting fiber platter is the basic platform of the mobile 

robot and the other items are mounted on it. The movement of the robot is done by 

using tvvo servo motors attached with the two driving wheels. Two castor wheels 

mounted in front of the robot platter adjust its orientation according to the rotation of 

t\\O driving wheels. When the robot is turning the amount of rotation of the two 

driving wheels is extremely important. Two optical encoders attached to the driving 

wheels provide that information in the f(mn of pulses. All the functions ofthe mobile 

robot are controlled by the controller board \vhich is designed using PIC micro 

controllers. Figure 3.1 shows the platter. two driving wheels and two castor wheels 

arrangement for the mobile robot. 
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Figure 4-1 Basic mobile robot platform 
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4.1 The DC Servo motors 

Figure 4-2 shovvs an image of the FlJTARA S31 04 DC servo motor. Lcm er image 

shows the set of gear wheels mounted inside the enclosure. Two of these DC servo 

motors are attached vvith two rubber wheels providing the moving capabilit) of the 

robot. This DC servo motor is operated by 5V DC voltage and P\VM (Pulse Width 

Modulation) signal of 50 Hz. A pulse width of 20 ms time period and an on-time of 

1500 J.lS will stop the rotation of the motors. If the on-time of the pulse is decreased 

from I 500 to I 000 us the wheel rotates with increasing velocity in the clockwise 

direction. Similarly if the on-time of the pulse is increased from I 500 to 2000 ~Ls the 

wheel rotates vvith increasing velocity in the anticlock\vise direction. This motor 

produces 9.2kg.cm of maximum torque at 4.8V.The positive pulse width which keeps 

the motor stand still can change by turning the preset which is mounted under the 

wheel mounting shaft. This preset value can be changed by inserting a small screw 

driver through the hole on the shaft. This will help to have both motors operated at the 

same speed at the same positive width. 
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Figure 4-2 Futaba S31 04 DC servo motor 
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Figure 4-3 shov, s the arrangement of tvvo DC servo motors and the driving 

\\heels in the robot platform. The fiber platter has a special slot for mounting the DC 

servo motors. Rubber wheels are coupled \\ ith the DC servo motor using a sere\\ 

passing through the center of the wheel. 

Figure 4-3 Rubber wheels and DC servo motors assembling 

T\\O castor wheels are mounted on the opposite corners ofthe plastic base. The:;. are 

free to rotate as the robot unit moves. Figure 4-4 shows the two caster wheels. 

Castor wheels 

Figure 4-4 Castor wheels and two servo motors 
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4.2 Driving of the FUTABA S31 04 DC servo motor 

To drive the FUT ABA S31 04 DC servo motors there is a necessity of generating 

PWM \Vaveforms. This waveform should have a frequency of 50Hz (period of 20ms) 

to drive the DC servo motor. On the other hand the positive pulse width of the 

\\ avcfonn should vary in between I ms to 2ms for changing the speed and direction of 

the rotation. 1.5 ms of positive width keeps the DC servo motor in a stand-still 

position. When there is no external load applied. l.5ms to I ms positive width 

variations drive the motor in one direction while increasing the rotational speed from 

0 rpm to 40rpm and the 1.5ms to 2ms positive width variations turns the motor to the 

opposite direction from 0 rpm to 40rpm. The Figure 4-5 shmvs the minimum & 

maximum pulse width changing from the 1.5ms neutral position. 
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Figure 4-5 Change ofthe servo Speed \Vith PWM Positive \vidth 

4.3 Generation of PWM waveforms 

PWM modules of the PIC 16F876 microcontroller are used to drive two DC servo 

motors of the robot. Since the DC servo motor driving PWM should have a frequency 

of 50Hz. there is a difficulty in the waveform production directly by the PIC 
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microcontrollcr. With a 4MHz driving clock (Tosc) the minimum frequency of the 

PWM output that microcontroller can produce is 244Hz.This problem v,as solved \vith 

the help of a special digital circuit design. 

4.3.1 PWM modules ofthe PIC16F876 

PIC 16F876 consists oft\vo PWM modules. In PWM mode. these PWM modules\\ ill 

produce up to I O-bit resolution PWM output. Figure4-6 shmvs a simple block diagram 

of a PWM module. It shows the PR2 register which used for generating the period of 

the waveform.CCPR I Land C:CPR I Hare used for positive width generation. 
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Figure 4-6 diagram ofthe PWM module of PIC microcontrollcr 

4.3.2 PWM Period 

The PWM period is specified by writing to the PR2 register. The PWM period can be 

calculated using the follmving formula: 
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PWM Period= {(PR2 Value)+ 1} * 4 * Tosc * (TMR2 ?rescale Value) 

1 
PW M frequency = d 

PWM Perio 

When TMR2 is equal to PR2, the following three events occur on the next increment 

c::.clc: 

• TMR2 is cleared 

• The CCPI pin is set (exception: if PWM duty cycle= 0%. the CCPI pin \\ill not be 

set) 

• The PWM duty cycle is latched from CCPR I L into CCPR 1 H 
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Figure 4-7 Register values at transition point of PWM waveform 

4.3.3 PWM duty cycle 

The PWM duty cycle is specitied by writing to the CCPR 1 L register and to the 4th and 

5th bits of the CPICON register (CCPICON<5:4>). Up to 10-bit resolution is 

available. The CCPR I L contains the eight MSbs and the CCPI CON<5:4> contains 
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the two LSbs. This I O-bit value is represented by CCPR I L:CCP I CON<5:4>. The 

following equation is used to calculate the PWM duty cycle in time: 

PWM Duty Cycle= (CCPR1L:CCP1CON < 5:4 >) * Tosc* (TMR2 PrcscaleValue) 

CCPR I L and CCP I CON<5:4> can be written to at any time. but the duty cycle value 

is not latched into CCPR I H until after a match between PR2 and TMR2 occurs (i.e .. 

the period is complete). In PWM mode. CCPR I H is a read-only register. The 

CCPR I H register and a 2-hit internal latch are used to double-buffer the PWM duty 

cycle. This double-buffering is essential t(1r glitch-free PWM operation. When the 

CCPR I Hand 2-bit latch match TMR2. concatenated\\ ith an internal 2-bit Q clock or 

2 bits of the TMR2 prescaler. the CCPI pin is cleared. The maximum PWM resolution 

(hits) for a given PWM frequency is given by the foliO\\ ing formula. 

(
Fosc) 

log F;;;;;; bits 
Resolution = Log(2) 

4.3.4 Setup ofCCP module for PWM operation 

The tollmving steps should be taken when configuring the CCP module for PWM 

operation: 

I. Set the PWM period by writing to the PR2 register. 

2. Set the PWM duty cycle by writing to the CCPR I L register and CCP I CON<5:4> 

bits. 

3. Make the CCPI pin an output by clearing the TRISC<2> bit. 

4. Set the TMR2 prescale value and enable Timer2 by writing to T2CON. 

5. Configure the CCPI module for PWM operation. 
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4.4 Generation of the 50Hz PWM signal using the 250Hz PWM output 

of the PIC microcontroller. 

The minimum output frequency which the PWM module of PIC microcontroller can 

generate with a 4MHz oscillator is 244Hz. So 250Hz PWM signal was generated b) 

writing the corresponding value to the PR2 register. A I 0 bit digital counter 

(HEF40 17) is fed \\ ith this 250Hz signal. The counter made reset using the 5th output 

pin. So the each output pins. pinO to pinS of the decade counter will produce a 

rectangular vvaveform vvith 20ms positive \vidth. When the 20ms signal and the input 

signal fed to t\\O inputs ··AND'" gate the output is only one cycle out of five cycles of 

the 2501Iz PWM output. The positive width variation required to drive the DC servo 

motor is between I ms to 2ms.This variation can be obtain with the output of the above 

circuit and the PWM duty cycle change of the microcontroller. The propagation de Ia) 

of the HCF40 17 of SGS Thomson Microelectronic[ 14] is about 325ns at SV and that 

of an AND gate of Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation[ 17] is less than 20ns.So this 

generated a small pulse at the output of the U I and U3.To rectify this issue two I OOnf 

capacitors connected betv•een ground and the U I and U3 outputs. Then the shape of 

the required PWM pulse shows a small distorted shape at the edges. So these two 

\\aveforms are again sent through t\vo AND gate as shown in the Figure 4-8. Then the 

U2 and U4 output generated the required PWM waveform which needs to drive the 

DC servo motors. 
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Figure 4-8 Circuit diagram of 50Hz PWM output from 250Hz PWM waveform 

4.5 The Optical encoders 

The encoder wheels have white colour slots on black colour \Vheels. This encoder 

wheels are attached to the driving wheels to detect the rotation. HAMAMATSU 

P5587 photo reflector is used to detect the colour change of the encoder \vheel \\hen it 

rotates. The pulses produced by the photo reflectors give the amount of rotation ofthe 

driving wheels 
Hamamatsu P5587 

Photo reflector I C 

Figure 4-9 P5587 IR photo reflector module 
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Figure 4. 9 shows the small PCB with the photo reflector used to produce the pulses 

\vith the wheel rotation. The photo reflector IC Hamamatsu P5587 is used as the main 

component in this PCB. 

Figure 4-10 shows the attachment of the photo reflector module to the fiber platter. 

This should attach as close as possible to the encoder \vheel. A proper identification of 

the \vhite and black lines on the encoder can be done when the photo reflector is very 

much close to the encoder vvheel. 

~ 

Figure 4-10 Photo reflector module mounted near the DC servo motor 

Encoder Mounted to the 

Wheel 

Figure 4-11 . Mounting the encoder unit to the servo motor unit 
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Figure 4.11 shows the encoder wheel screwed to the driving wheel. The driving \vheel 

connects to the DC servo motor using a screw \Vhich passes through the hole in the 

center ofthe wheel. 

4.6 The main controller 
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Figure 4-12 PIC 16F876A microcontroller 

The microcontroller PIC 16F876A is shows in tig.4-12.This microcontroller v\as 

developer by Microchip Inc.[ 16] and it is used as the main controller for this mobile 

robot. This microcontroller drives the two DC servo motors using its PWM modules. 

The Port B change interrupt detection facility of this microcontroller is used to reads 

the optical encoder outputs and establishes the communication between the computer 

soft\\are interface and the MR through the Universal asynchronous receiver and 

transmitter module (USART).The Pic Simulator IDE l23] developed by Oshon 

Software is used to developed the firmware for the PIC microcontroller. This 

firmware is written using the language called Pic basic. 
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4.7 RS232 communication betvveen PIC and the PC 

Software interface is developed using the visual basic software to control the MR and 

get data from the MR. This software provides the manual controlling facility of the 

robot as well. The positive width information sends by the microcontroller through the 

RS232 interface port of the computer is received and vvrite those data to an excel tile. 

The real time data viewing facility is available in this software and hence the object 

touching point and the data output of the MR can be observed. 

4. 8 The pusher 

Figure 4-\3. The ob.iect pushing plate attached to the Mobile Robot 

The pusher is made out of 7mm MDF sheet. This is mounted in front of the MR as 

shown in figure 4-13.The middle line of this plate is called centre of pusher (COP). 

The geometrically symmetric plane ofthe MR passes through this COP. The COF of 

the pushing object should lie on this geometrically symmetric plane to get equal force 
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for the both left and right motors of the robot. This pushing plate creates force on the 

object and hence the friction of the object and the plate determines the amount of slip 

of the object along the pushing plate. 

4.9 Basic block diagram of the mobile robot control circuit 

The basic block diagram of the controller circuit is shown in Figure 4-14.The PWM 

frequency converter circuit block is the 250Hz to 50Hz PWM waveform converter. 

The I t 11 and the 13th pins of the PIC 16FR76A PIC microcontroller out the 250Hz 

PWM waveforms required to drive the motors and the converter module out the 50Hz 

PWM waveform. Lefl and the right motors encoder outputs are fed to the 

microcontroller via the 4rt and 5th pins of the portB. The microcontroller can 

configure to detect the portB changes and it will create an interrupt when there is a 

value change in the portB. Hence it is easy to detect the number of pulses produced by 

both encoders. Since the white colour grooves on black background generates the 

encoder pulses. false pulses may generate due to dust or any other dark particles 

which stuck on the white groves of the encoder. So that the PIC microcontroller is 

program to double check the portB pin with a delay at every port change interrupt. 

This algorithm helps to omit the encoder pulses with short widths which generated by 

the dark particles on the white grooves. 
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Figure 4-14: Block diagram of the controller circuit 
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4.10 The DC servo motor driving algorithm 
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Figure 4-15 Flow chart of the robot controlling algorithm 
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Figure 4-15 shows the algorithm used to control the MR when it pushes an object. 

This algorithm is developed to test the object position and the positive \vidth of the 

PWM signal. When robot detects equal positive pulse width from both motors the 

robot will turn to the middle of the object and stop its movement. Since the data sends 
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to the personal computer (PC) it is possible to store the motor driving pulse \\ idth 

information on the PC. 

At the beginning ofthe movement of the MR it moves an angle which is equal to half 

of the full angle the robot rotate in normal pushing operation. So that at the beginning 

it can be observed that MR turns the motor until it detects 5 encoder pulses from the 

Right wheel encoder. For normal pushing operation the wheel rotate until the encoder 

produces I 0 pulses. At the end of the operation MR turns the left wheel unti I it detects 

5 encoder pulses. This movement helps to keep the MR in the same orientation at the 

begging and end of the pushing operation. 
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